Book Review
Th e Logie of Quan阳m Meeha黯ies. By Enrico Beltrametti and Gi部ni
Cassinelli. Addison-Wesley, Reading , Mass盏在husetts， 1981 , xxi 十 305 pp叫
$31.50 (cloth).

The monograph under review c在rries the same title as the celebrated 1936
paper by Garrett Birkhoff and John von N创 mann. It amplifi梢 the insíghts
of otl而rs who have written in this 哨位， most notably 握在C挝y， Jauch，部d
Varadarajan. The volume by Beltrametti and Cassinelli incorporates much
from these 锦rlier works，部 well as more than a decade of active research
which followed the latest of them.
τhis book is addressed principally to theoretical physicists and to
students of elementary nonrelativistic quantum mechanics who want to
deepen their understandin辜 of the subject. It is also written with
mat放军maticians in mind, principally, those interested in applications of
lattice theory or of the theory of linear operators on a Hilbert space. A
knowledge of quantum mechanics is not assumed. Exercises (som牵times with
hints) ar垂 contained in almost every chapter.
Th e organizational scheme is tripartite: a rapid presentation of Hilbert
即在ce quantum mechanics articulated with rigor and insi革ht， a development
of various b撞síc structures in the description of quantum system罢， and a
reconstruction of Hilbert space quantum mechanics from certain of these
basic structures.τhe three parts of the book constítut嚣， respectively，部
excellent overvi在w of elementary quantum theory , a detailed survey of the
logic of quantum mechanics，巍nd a description of to what extent th悲 Hilbert
space formulation of quantum mechanics is determined.
Part 1 consísts of an exposition of the basic formalism of quantum
mechanics usi吨位e theory of Hilbert space and of 1扳倒r operators in th出t
spaces. The pa饵 is made quick by assuming a 靠在neral acquaintance with the
element器ry theory of operators on a Hilbert space. Appendices on trace-class
operators and on the spectral theorem provide detailed accounts of the most
important results, with proofs relegated to 由e references.
States on a physical 巧stem are immediately identified with density
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operators in some associated Hilbert sp毒ce r. Pure states correspond to
projections onto one-dimensional subspaces 相仇 therefore， to unit vectors.
The stage is quickly set for studyíng superpositìons. Such a study becomes
one of the 事uiding themes of the volume. Th在 fact that pure states can be
superposed to g就 new pure states is deeply intertwined with the nonunique
decomposability of quantum mixtures into pure states.τbis is shown by an
explicit calculation 拟ld leads directly to the untenability of the ignorance
interpretation of quantum mixtures. Indeed , most of the so-called
"paradoxes" of quantum mechanics have their root in this nonunique 出com制
posability of mìxtures.
Heis在nberg's inequality as introduced hereÎn has only a statistical
nature. No idea of simultaneous measurement on one and the sar口号 physical
system in implied. Attempts to do so els母where 价毡吨 in the pìoneering works
on quantum mechanics) have , in the authors' opinion , "not attained a cI ear
formulation."
Complementarity is treated in as sensitive a manner as Heisenberg's
inequality. A lucid argument shows that two complementary physical quantities are 辑Iways incompatible but that noncompatability does not entail
complementarity. It is noted that, in the pedagogical tradition of quantum
mechanics, this distinction is often quite blurred. The authors cite the
"disturbance theory ," which has been used to justify both notìons , and point
out its naive aspects as well as its nonnecessity for the coherenc苦。fψantum
mechanics. lndeed the "disturbance thωry" is presented as 辑 typical etTort at
talkìng about quantum systems with cI assical ∞ ncepts. lt assumes that-as
happens ìn classìcal mechanics-every pure state assigns a value, not a
probability distribution of values, to every physical quantity. The authors
dismiss this theory delica始Iy: "The ‘ disturb在nce theory' refers to this exceptional case as if it were the rule." Here , and throughout the book , the authors
abandon the tradition of striving to use concepts of cI assical mechanics to
explain quantum facts.
In the discussion of the completely 削polarized state of a spin币 1/2
system , the authors again focus on the nonuniq拔e decomposability of
quantum mixtures which makes it impossible to deduce, from the knowledge
of a 位。npure state, the preparation procedure actually used to prepare the
state. Consider a spin-1/2 system , and writ在 p~P and P~

1/2P~P

+ 1/2P~own

(勺

represents the completely unpolarized stat，在 and is indepen必ent of the choice
of the z axis. It has spherical symmetry. However, an obvious preparation
procedure, consisting of a random choice out of an ensemble of identical
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replicas of th在 physical system , where half the replicas pass the polarizer that
filters out P~P and half pass the polarizer that filters out p~own， yíelds , by
inspection of the instruments used , only a cylindrical symmetry around z.
Only our trust in quantum mchanics guarantees that the mixture 勺 is
ind阳d spherically symmetric. The authors propose tests of such spherical
symmetry which evidently have not yet been carried out. 丁he section is
tantalizing in its import.
Part 1 continues with penetrating discussions of dynamical evolution ,
with and without superselection rules , compound syst岳ms， the EPR problem
and the measurement process-a fast-moving , lucid 在xposition of the
highlights of elementary quantum mechanics. Roundíng otT the first part is a
pivotal chapter (Chapter 9) in which several mathematical substructures
associated with Hilbert space and important for quantum mechanics are
ísolat时 and later abstracted. Readers new to the logic of quantum
mechanics should pay special attention to this chapter.
In 杖， the projection operators , viewed as r牵presenting physical quantities
whích take on only the v蔬lues 0 and 1, are treated as proposítions. 丁he set of
all projection operators .!í'(J'丁 ís viewed as a partially ordered set by
d缸fining P 运 Q to mean PQ = P. States are regarded as probabílity measures
on the propositions, and physical quantities are viewed (via the projection
valued measure form of the spectral theorem) as measures on 位e real line
takíng values in !l'(cft).
The abstraction of this , which constitut牵s a larg'苦 part of the rest of the
volume, is roughly this: Let L be any partially ordered set having enough
structure so as to support a definition of generalized probability measures
0息， countably orthogonally additive functions into the real unit interval)
and of spectral measur部 (functions from th岳阳al Borel sets into L which
mimic projection-valued measures). Let .Y denote all such probabílity
measures on L and ð' all such spectral measures on L. Question: When is it
possible to identify L with th窑 set ..9气pf1 of all projection operators on some
Hilbert space r , such that .Y corresponds with the set of a1l densíty
operators on r 盎nd ð' with the set of all self-adjoint operators on ,;r?
Partly to address this question and partly to provide a survey of the
field , Part 2 decomposes quantum theory into its conceptual constituents. It
singles out th号 basic mathematical structures and isolates wha
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lattices and orthomodular posets are interlaced. (As the reader
or she must be aware that completeness is implicit1 y
辑部umed一部 in the material concerning the central cover oper辑tor.) A
V在riety or examples are given and the basic results on commutativity (i .e. ,
compatability) are developed.
The main distinction between orthomodular lattices and orthomodular
posets (other than the possible nonexistence or nonothogonal joins) is
mentioned: namely , that in an orthomodular poset which is not a lattice
there may exist mutually commuting elements x , y , z with x V y existing but
with z not commuting with x V y. Such elements do not lie in a common
Boolean subalgebra. It is precisely ror posets which contain no such triples
that Vardarajan's theorem on compatible observables works. This is th非
result which generalizes von Newmann's theorem on commuting selr-adjoint
oper器tors in Hilbert space. lt states th辑:在$号t Y or observables consists or
pairwise comp双ible observables ir and only ir there exists a single observable
x such that each observable y in Y is a Borel runction or the observable x.
Whìl母 a simple example or an orthomodular poset which admits such triples
can be round in the volume (viz. , the set or all subsets or an eight-element set
having an even number or elements, partially ordered and orthocom唰
plemented set晴theoretically)， attention is not called to the rac t. Perhaps it
should be , since the example is in a sense prototypical or badly behaved
orthomodular posets.
The heart or the book is round in the middle or Part 2. Arter the
appropriate mathematical material on orthomodular structures is presen始d，
the authors make different choices about which ingredients (rrom among
states , propositions, physical quantities , and op在rations) are primitive and
which are derived. A major str悲鸣th or the boo社 lies in the ract 你就，
al衔。ugh the authors may ra￥or one approach over another, the reader never
h制伯母 reelin辈出at one is right whereas the other is wrong. Instead ,
something is g协aned rrom each approach. This generous disposition allows
th在 read母r some latitude in deciding , ir he must, which ingredient is the more
is warned ,

I

h在

rundament在1.

Unlike Piron's approach , the authors ravor the probabilistic standpoint
in which states are probability measures on the propositions. The set or
states are studied rrom several perspectives: as a closure space, as a convex
s
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tunate if one tried to conceive of a development which avoided the covering
property. For example, Theorem 14.8.9 states that , when the lattice of
propositions L has the covering property , any two pure states admit
quantum superpositions if and only if L is irreducible. A more focused result
is this: When the lattice of propositions L is atomic, any two pure states
admit quantum superpositions if and only if L is hyperirreducible.
There are several ord在rings which the states .51' may determine on the
propositions L. One could declare that propositions a , b in L satisfy a ~l b
caseα(叫《 α(的 for allαin .51'. Alternativ吻 ， a 白 b could b告 defined by the
condition: For 辑11 a in .51', α(a) = 1 implies α协}怒江 1. The authors present a
simple example 协 show 出at only a restricted claωof propositions can be
taken if one would require these two orderings to be 叫 uivalent. τhey show
that other natural conditions on the ordering of L (e谷， that it be orthocom.
plemented) entail restrictions on the set of propositions.
Part 3 deals with the attempt to amalgamate much of Part 2 to achieve
the standard quantum mechanics of Part 1. The results of Baer, BirkhofT and
von Neumann, and Piron are carefully interlaced to describe which lattices
are isomorphic to lattices of closed subspaces of some Hilbert space over
some number field K. Restrictions on K as well as the special cases in which
K is the reals , the complexes, or the quaternions are discussed.τhe volum窑
closes with discussions of compound systems, noncont辑xtual hidden-variable
theories in Hílb岱rt spaces, and quantum probability theory.
While the仪器re some minor typographical errors, there is only one
worth reportin革 here. An important reference fortunately changed title
betw恍然 the time of the preliminary version which the 在uthors had access to
and th牵 time of its publication. Reference 5 on page 190 is to G. Kalmbach's
Orthomodular Lattices, Academic Press, London , 1983. This reference could
be regarded as a companion volume to the volume under review.
My final point also involves a title. The title of the book under review
might well have been "The Mathematical Foundations of Quantum
Mechanics." The term "Iogic" in the actual title appears perhaps out of
respect for the direction of thought created by BirkhofT and von N牵 umann. lt
need not infer an analysis of a propositional calculus, as one might imagine
finding in a technical treatise written by a 1吨ician. We find "1
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authors provide "a loose hint on how a discussion on qu翻tum logic might
start." By mentioning and skirting the most sensitive o fIshoot of Birkholrs
and von Neumann's proposal , the authors have created a volume that , while
daringly conceiv，时， is appropriately conservative.
丁his volume constitutes an important contribution to the understanding
of quantum mechanics. Bec在use of the tripartite organization this contribulion can be appreciated by a lar靠在 and varied audience.
T挝 author wishes 始 thank the Department of 棋athematics at
Washington State University for the hospitality extended to him durin辜 the
writing of this review.
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